] dealt with the (Riemann-J Hilbert boundary vialuc problem for a nonlinear elliptic system of first order in the plane with Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities employing some kind of the Schauder continuation method together with a priori estimates for the solutions of related boundary value problems with lineav equations of Beltrami type. As 3pecial advantage of this approach they obtained corresponding estimates also for the solution oi the Ililbert problem for the nonlinear system.
A BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR A NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEM IN THE PLANE
Recently, H. Begehr and G.C. Hsiao [j] dealt with the (Riemann-J Hilbert boundary vialuc problem for a nonlinear elliptic system of first order in the plane with Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities employing some kind of the Schauder continuation method together with a priori estimates for the solutions of related boundary value problems with lineav equations of Beltrami type. As 3pecial advantage of this approach they obtained corresponding estimates also for the solution oi the Ililbert problem for the nonlinear system.
Ia this note, which should be considered ah addendum to the paper by Begehr and Hsiao, we use these estimations to prove th.6 existence of a solution for the Hilbert problem of a slightly mox'e general system with additive sublinear term in the unknown function applying the well-known theorem o'f Kacurovskii [j?3 -or fix point equations with completely continuous asymptotically linear operators. The obtained existence theorem improves a corresponding result in our paper [5] .
For related investigations (on nonlinear elliptic systems in the plane) of H. Begehr and R.P. Gilbert, H. Begehr and G.N. Hile, H. Begehr and G.C. Hsiao, B. Bojarski and T. Iwaniec, I.I. Daniljiik, R.P. Gilbert, V/. Tutschke, V.S. Vinogradov, '7. Tend land, J. 'Volska-Bochenek and others we refer to •the bibliographies of [l^j [5] and the monograph of Tendland M.
-1043 -1. Statoment of problem Let D be a bounded simply oonnected domain of the complex place C wiSh Holder continuously differentiable boundary r. We ask for a function w(z)e Wp(D} 1 ', p >2, satisfying the nonlinear equation (1) w-= H(z,w,w z ) + K(z,w) in D, the boundary conditions
Im je ir w) 0ds » JB, r and for n>0 the additional conditions (4) w ( z k* = a k» where the index n = (2^ dr assumed nonnegative.
The following assumptions are made (cf. [ij): (I) H(z,w,v) is a measurable function from DxfixC into C such that Denoting the solution of equation (10) with (2) - (4) by (12) since w e C(D) implies N weVV^D), thus also weWp(D) for each solution wtCfD) of (15). The theorem of Kacurovskii [2] applied to (15) now yields the assertion of the theorem. Remarks:1. There holds w eCr (D) with a>= rninf* , tElfi) for each solution w as follows from Theorem 4.1 of (_3j. for instance.
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